sional mountain lions that begin to adopt undesirable and dangerous behaviour.
A third message resulting from this is that there are a lot of naïve people out there, among managers, conservationists and the public. These people do not want to accept that these beautiful predators will not just leave us alone out of mutual respect if we just leave them alone. The truth is that we can only live with predators as long as they do not realise that we are potential prey, and this requires constant reinforcement.
A fourth message is that America appears to have a major land-use problem with their inability, or lack of interest, in preventing the sprawl of suburbia and ranchettes into good quality wildlife habitat. If this sprawl goes on, conflicts are going to keep on increasing.
The final message for those of us working for the conservation of these large predators is that there is a heavy responsibility associated with their return. All large predators are potentially dangerous to humans, and while the risk is very low, it is still present and we should never forget this when dealing with the public and developing conservation plans.
The book is very well written. David Baron has dug deep into the material, and presents a very real picture of how local people experienced the building tension as the mountain lions came to town. He builds an atmosphere of impending dread that would be worthy of a great horror movie. We are spared no details, either physical or emotional. It is the view of the local people that makes the book especially sobering. These are the lives (some of which end tragically and prematurely) with their individual hopes and dreams which are so easy to forget when researching or conserving large predators over the large scales that their ecology demands.
The take-home message is that large predators can be conserved in humanaltered and human-dominated landscapes, but they will often require some form of active management to ensure that they maintain behaviours that are acceptable to us humans. While this arrogance may offend many conservationists, we must accept that it is not possible to adopt a totally hands-off strategy outside of wilderness settings. Failure to realise this can, as we see in the book, have tragic consequences. All in all this book is a highly recommended read that serves as a vital reality check.
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